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Subaru set the stage for this family rivalry. Back in December, the all-new WRX leapt into
contention for our sports sedan dollars. Now the STI is doing the same, and it's bringing along a
bunch of tried and true technology from its predecessor, including the port-injected 2. We know
the STI is the best choice for railing down your favorite canyon, but could the more
sophisticated turbocharged 2. Perhaps more telling than peak horsepower and torque figures
are improvements to turbo lag. Look at the dyno chart below and follow along as we analyze the
torque results. What the graph shows is that the WRX can get to full boost in about 6. It's a big
difference, but more important is what happens in the meantime as boost is building. That
improvement in turbo lag is a big help on the road, where throttle input is more modulated and
running to the top of the tach is a little obnoxious. When you want to hustle on the track,
though, there's no question which car to choose. We took both cars out for our complete
battery of tests; you'll see the results soon enough. For now, we'll just show you the very
impressive acceleration times. We'll be bringing you complete test results for both cars soon. In
the meantime, here's what happens when you leave us alone with a wrench and two Subarus.
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Comparison Tests. It was a fitting send-off. As the WRX slid over acres of asphalt anchoring a
shuttered auto-parts factory, the flat-four engine bounced off the rev limiter, the tires and the
nose pointed in opposite directions, and visions of World Rally Championship heroics flashed
across our Persols. After 40, miles of road trips and commutes, a blanket of snow was a
welcome reminder that the WRX still shines brightest in the sloppiest conditions. So we were
comforted by how our final sideways fling in the rally-inspired four-door proves that, even as it
grows more civilized on the road, the WRX remains true to the character that makes it
distinctive. We steered clear of the latter controversy by equipping our sedan with a traditional
six-speed manual. The mid-level Premium trim added heated front seats and exterior mirrors, a
sunroof, fog lights, and the subtlest rear spoiler ever to grace a WRX. Its tiny touchscreen
buttons, cryptic menu arrangements, and pixelated graphics antagonized every driver who took
the wheel. Subaru has already addressed this for with a new head unit that brings normally
sized buttons, a tuning knob, and graphics that are at least more than Our car notably lacked
three-blink turn signals, automatic headlights, and a trunk release on the outside of the car.
Despite the adoption of electric power steering, the feel has improved. The vague on-center slop
of prior WRXs is gone, and a new brake-based torque-vectoring scheme keeps understeer in
check. We witnessed 0. Some drivers praised the progressive damping that dulls harsh impacts,
while the naysayers argued that the ride was simply too busy. Rough edges are a WRX
hallmark. Take the gruff, hp flat-four as an example. We averaged 25 mpg during our test,
beating the EPA combined figure by one. If you can stomach the thought of a redline clutch
drop, the WRX will charge to 60 mph in 5. Smaller snafus included a burned-out headlight bulb,
replaced under warranty at 38, miles, and a nail that forced us to prematurely replace a tire.
Features editor Jeff Sabatini locked himself out of the car twice, while it was running, possibly
saying more about Sabatini than the Subaru. While we own full responsibility for the busted
tire-pressure sensor, we always thread lug nuts by hand and tighten them with a torque wrench.
Both before and after the clutch replacement, drivers logged concerns that our WRX was
difficult to drive smoothly. Editors called attention to the abrupt clutch take-up, a touchy
throttle, a small dose of turbo lag, and excessive driveline lash. Those traits are most apparent
in city driving, where modest throttle application is met with a whiff of lag followed by a
dramatic surge of thrust. A nicer interior would be a luxury; a quieter cabin would make the car
more livable; and, fortunately, Subaru has already addressed the biggest flaw of the model with
the new infotainment unit. The greatest crime against the WRX would be to refine it into a
buttoned-up commuter, severing the connection to its rally roots and turning it into just another
small car. Tony Quiroga: I hate this heavy clutch and the limited engagement travel. Erik
Johnson: I love where this sits in terms of refinement. It has just enough rough edges left to
give the impression of a barely tamed animal. Don Sherman: What this ride lacks in radiated
prestige it more than makes up in fun to drive. The pedal effort is reduced by more than 50
percent. What a relief. Rusty Blackwell: You can feel every single millimeter of height variance
in the road. There, the Subaru flaunted its crisp steering, quick turn-in, and cornering grip that
remains tenacious even on broken pavement. Compared with the WRX of yesteryear, this latest
rally machine comes with a modicum of on-road cruising comfort. The logbook reflects praise
for the sound quality of the stereo and the comfy seats. Driving between California and

Michigan, one of our road warriors demonstrated that this car can be quite efficient if the driver
is mindful. He stretched a single tank of premium to miles, averaging 32 mpg. Thanks to the
large rear-door openings, we once packed two large dog crates into the back seat, with a third
stashed in the trunk. We should note, however, that more-expensive trim levels include
automatic headlights and an exterior trunk release paired with a proximity key. Additionally,
one-touch lane-change turn signals are standard on all WRX models for , and the optional
touch-screen head unit in our car has been supplanted by a more modern setup. But when
driven in traffic, the boosted engine requires elevated concentration and a careful right foot to
keep things smooth. Wide spreads between the gear ratios make it a challenge to shift without
subtle bucking. At part throttle, the engine surges and jerks as it delivers power to the wheels.
And acceleration practically disappears in fifth and sixth gears. Maybe that was due to a faulty
part, or maybe it was due to the back-to-back-to-back redline clutch drops required to extract
the quickest acceleration at the test track. Upon completion of the work, Quiroga was relieved to
find that the clutch-pedal effort had dropped significantly. His delight was deflated within miles,
though, when he picked up a nail in the left-rear tire. What was different this time around? The
maintenance schedule called for a new engine air filter. The installation can be done in two
minutes with no tools. While stationed in the City of Angels, our Subaru made excursions as far
as Phoenix and San Francisco, although its longest journey was the recent return to Michigan.
With its inch wheels wrapped in Bridgestone Blizzak WS80 tires, the WRX delivers the traction
to remain in control with plenty of power to break the tires loose on demand. On our commutes,
we appreciate that the punchy, turbocharged flat-four engine and aggressive throttle tip-in make
the car feel extremely quick off the line. Most aggravating of all are the wee icons for changing
the radio station on a screen that squanders far too much real estate on black voids. We did
visit our local dealer for the mile service, which consisted of an oil change, tire rotation, and
inspection. To date, though, senior editor Jared Gall is the only driver who has taken our WRX
on a long, out-of-state trip. Gall piloted the WRX miles one-way to Aniwa, Wisconsin, so he
could race six-wheeled, deuce-and-a-half military trucks around a hayfield for a story in our
January issue. The races, Gall reports, are one of the few experiences that are definitively more
fun than driving a Subaru WRX. As a concept in , the idea of a lightweight, naturally aspirated,
rear-wheel-drive coupe from a company built on wagons, all-wheel drive, and turbochargers
caused a stir. Yet the WRX is handling this new sibling rivalry with an air of maturity. If anything,
a little competition from below has forced the WRX to consider what it brings to the table. We
adopted a Lightning Red WRX in mid-level Premium trim, which adds fog lights, a sunroof, a
subtle rear spoiler, and an all-weather package that includes heated front seats, heated mirrors,
and a windshield-wiper deicer embedded in the windshield. Despite the trim name, the WRX is
still marked by a typically humble Subaru interior with straightforward style and basic materials.
The better to launch the WRX, too. With the mile break-in cleared, we spun the engine to the rpm
redline and dropped the left pedal with only a whisper of clutch slip. Then we did it a dozen
more times looking for the quickest acceleration time. We used this techniqueâ€”combined with
short-shifting into second gear at rpmâ€”to great effect during an earlier WRX road test ,
recording a 4. Instead it peaked at 5. The chassis numbers were equally impressive with our
WRX stopping from 70 mph in feet and ro
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unding the skidpad at 0. Through the first miles, our WRX has been trouble-free and
well-received. Drivers have called out the excellent electric power steering which was first
perfected on the BRZ and a more polished cockpit. While the output of the turbocharged 2. We
shift early in first gear for our testing because the power falls off above rpm. Whether it has the
chops to keep up with younger concepts like the BRZ remains to be seen. Displacement: cu in,
cc Power: hp rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
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Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Head to Head. The turbocharged 2.
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